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Business of Furniture and Workplaces magazine are
the go-to sources for keeping you informed about
everything that is happening in the industry. From
trends that affect your bottom line, to new products
that will help your customers work better, to stories that
will help you run a better, more informed company.
ROB KIRKBRIDE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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ISSUE THIRTEEN

18

Employees
of the tech
company were
overwhelmed
with excitement
and pride
when they
moved from
a windowless,
cramped
(former fire
station)
basement
workspace to
an entire floor
in Denver’s
tallest high-rise
last March.

5. WPM MASTHEAD & CARTOON

14. A FURNITURE SHOW IS HAPPENING
IN CHINA: HOW IT WILL CHANGE THE
12. TRENDS|FULLSCREEN OFFICES, NEW WAY YOU WORK
YORK CITY
Show organizers say the “Made in China” label conRapt Studio has designed the new offices of youth
media company Fullscreen, located in New York City.
For this global youth media company, home is where
the content is. And Fullscreen is how you find it. The
young startup, featuring videos made by creators
around the world, wanted their space to reflect the
community they’ve created and inspire everyone
inside.

notation is less and less that of poor quality and low
price, and instead is now able to provide appropriate
and tangible solutions even for a medium-high client
sector target.

16. STATE OF THE MARKET: OCCUPIER
PERSPECTIVE
The latest research from Cushman & Wakefield.
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The field of
landscape
architecture no
longer is limited
to sustainable
plantings and
beautifully
manicured
green spaces.

18. A PLACE OF THEIR OWN: HERMAN
MILLER AND IBOTTA TEAM UP TO
CREATE IDYLLIC LIVING WORKSPACE

Employees of the tech company were overwhelmed
with excitement and pride when they moved from a
windowless, cramped (former fire station) basement
workspace to an entire floor in Denver’s tallest highrise last March.

28. THE GROWING VALUE OF OUTDOOR
WORKSPACE
For years, designers, architects and facility managers
have been measuring and improving interior workspace. But, as technology untethers us from set work
locations and workplace cultures relax, attention is
turning to activate and measure dormant outdoor
space with the same fervor.

34. STREAMLINING FOR SUCCESS WITH
PROGRESSLY IN THE WORKPLACE

Having received $6 million in funding, the company’s
technology consolidates these workplace processes
with one standard, making it simpler to perform daily
team tasks and projects.

40. MARCH MADNESS COSTS ECONOMY
$1.9 BILLION (AND HOW TO DEAL WITH
IT IN THE OFFICE)
Recent statistics reveal March Madness has become
more popular than ever, thanks in large part to the
worldwide betting on the games.

42. WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE
YOU TAKE A STAND

Unless you live under a rock you have probably heard
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Efficiency in
the office is
something all
organizations
strive for, but it
often remains
elusive to most
workplaces.

that “Sitting is the New Smoking” or maybe that
“Your Chair is Killing You.” We can thank James
Levine of the Mayo Clinic for really bringing this subject into the spotlight back in 2014 when he published
his research on NEAT, Non-Exercise Activity Thermogenesis. NEAT is the energy expended for everything we do that is not sleeping, eating or sports-like
exercise.

48. PRODUCT MATTER

52. WORKPLACES - DESIGNING
EXPERIENCES

Brand new research from Gensler on the latest trends
in workplace design. The new workplace is a moving target - as organizations flatten, collaboration
increases, and technology frees workers from their
desks.

56. ENDMATTER

This month you’ll find reviews of ESI Lustre LED
Task Light, Beyouneeq’s Wipenote Dry Erase Notebook, and the Master Lock Bluetooth Indoor Padlock.
which, to be fair, didn’t impress us.

Bob - New lounge seating from Swedish designers
Stefan Borselius and Thomas Bernstand. Why are
People Searching for Better Places to Work? Microsoft’s new offices in Milan. Metal Wall features transforms outdated office lobby.
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A PLACE OF
THEIR OWN:
HERMAN
MILLER AND
IBOTTA TEAM
UP TO CREATE
IDYLLIC LIVING
WORKSPACE
EMPLOYEES OF THE TECH COMPANY WERE OVERWHELMED
WITH EXCITEMENT AND PRIDE WHEN THEY MOVED FROM A
WINDOWLESS, CRAMPED (FORMER FIRE STATION) BASEMENT
WORKSPACE TO AN ENTIRE FLOOR IN DENVER’S TALLEST
HIGH-RISE LAST MARCH. STORY BY EMILY CLINGMAN
WATCH

-19-

Legit.
Official.
Nailed it.
Amazing.
Truly ours.
Rewarding.
The coolest.
Clean and sleek.
Modern and airy.
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then
a few words are worth a thousand feelings
when it comes to describing Ibotta’s new
office in downtown Denver.
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Employees of the tech company were overwhelmed Herman Miller’s ergonomics specialist, says Ibotta was
with excitement and pride when they moved from a a prime candidate for the Renew Link benching system.
windowless, cramped (former fire station) basement
The desk, which is also height-adjustable, paired with
workspace to an entire floor in Denver’s tallest high-rise Herman Miller Mirra 2 chairs and Flo monitor arms,
last March.
treats Ibotta’s employees to a high-performance ergo“The company growth prompted the need for a big- nomic benching solution — which leads to an overall
ger office, but saying the layout of the space was not better feeling about work.
ideal for the company is an understatement,” says Alison
“We have a Living Office theme (at Herman Miller) so
Meadows, Ibotta’s vice president of human resources. we wanted to start there,” Eaton says. “We consider all as“Even though our
pects of ergonomenvironment is all
ics: physical, social
about
collaboraand cognitive —
tion, we were just
what kind of feeling
all on top of each
does the space give
other.”
you when you walk
Company leaders
into a room?”
decided to make
An ergonomically
a move but they
positive workstawanted something
tion fuels individual
that was fundapositive
energy,
mentally
differwhich
generates
ent and better in
into the office.
terms of driving the
“We call this buzz,”
things they cared
Eaton says. “The enabout: communicaergy of the office
tion, collaboration
fosters
creativity
and creativity. Enter
and collaboration.
Alison Meadows, Ibotta’s Vice President of Human Resources
Herman Miller.
How people feel at
The office furniwork ultimately afture manufacturer had recently developed Renew Link fects their work.”
— a benching system design which staggers the work
surfaces at a shallow angle, dramatically reducing one Communication, collaboration and creation
of the biggest sources of distraction: looking up from
Ibotta — a mobile shopping app that allows users to
one’s work and being met by the gaze of a coworker earn cash rebates on everyday purchases — launched
directly across the bench.
in 2012. The company has grown from 50 to 350 emEye contact may be a seemingly insignificant distrac- ployees and has awarded more than $170 million in retion, but it has serious cognitive costs. It takes about 25 bates to customers. With 19 million downloads, Ibotta is
minutes to get back into the flow of work after a disrup- one of the most frequently used shopping apps in the
tion. Renew Link offsets seating of people working close United States. It’s also the 43rd most frequently used
to one another and creates individual comfort zones app in the entire App Store. It takes a wide variety of
that feel generous and private; yet, turning slightly al- engineers, project managers, marketing and sales team
lows them to check in with colleagues nearby.
members and company leaders to keep it running.
Ibotta was looking to condense it’s footprint, yet com“Everyone’s collaborating on how to provide the best
fortably and ergonomically accommodate 350 employ- services to our key stakeholders,” Ibotta’s Alison Meadees in the 36,000 square-foot office space. Dan Eaton, ows says. “As we’ve gotten bigger, it’s almost harder to
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collaborate. First, we were on top of each other, now,
we’ve have to make sure we provide collaboration opportunities and communication tools.”
In addition to a floor layout featuring Renew Link
workstations, Ibotta’s office features private call rooms,
casual huddle spaces, smart TVs in conference rooms,
common areas, two kitchens and a stunning view of
Denver and the Rocky Mountains to the west.

“When I come into work every
day, I feel like I’m part of a
cutting-edge, high-energy,
high-growth technology
company,” Sherman says.
“When looking at what we needed for a new space,
we not only wanted to make our current employees
comfortable and more productive, but also wanted an
environment to attract the kind of candidates we need
in the future to grow the business,” Meadows says.
“Millennials especially want to be part of a community. Working from home doesn’t provide that. Working
in cubeland doesn’t provide that. Open environments
do provide that and will remain important to the largest
generation we have in our offices.”
Tell me how you really feel
While it’s the faithful Colorado sunlight shining happily though the floor-to-ceiling windows on sexy Herman
Miller furniture that dominates Ibotta’s office landscape,
employees aren’t necessarily referring to furniture or architecture to describe the change. It’s how they feel that
really resonates with them. The tangible design signifies
a concept.
“My first reaction to the new office was excitement.
Not necessarily excitement for the new space but more
the excitement for what it meant for Ibotta,” says Layne
Cox, Ibotta’s head of growth and user acquisition. “It signified Ibotta is on the path to amazing things, and I am
going to be a part of that. That is exciting and motivating to me.”
Cox says the prior space felt old and dated. “It felt like a
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back office, not a tech company disrupting an industry,”
she says.
Senior Technical Account Manager Jessie Schreiber
has worked at all of the other Ibotta headquarter locations. “The well-designed workspace and hardware
heighten the sense of pride among Ibotta employees,”
Schreiber says of the new office. “It’s a lot of fun to show
off to friends and candidates.”

“The new office space feels
like ‘our’ space,” says an
employee.
Employee Nicole Sherman feels the new space has a
lot more movement and energy due to the variety of
areas to collaborate with colleagues and the freedom to
get away from the desk to break up the day.
“When I come into work every day, I feel like I’m part of
a cutting-edge, high-energy, high-growth technology
company,” she says.
Bijal Shah, vice-president of data analytics, says the
new office layout allows for more collaboration and focus on teamwork.
“As someone who likes to problem solve, our office and office features get me excited about coming
to work to collaborate and solve hard problems with a
team of talented individuals,” Shah says.
Ibotta’s Comptroller Dave Jaras, who also runs facilities
for Ibotta, was part of the work team during the construction of the new office space, watching it transform
from concrete floor and no walls to studs to actual offices and call rooms.
“The new office space feels like ‘our’ space,” Jaras says.
“We custom designed the entire office from the open
floor seating plan, to the large common area, to the
casual areas, to work, to the murals in the conference
rooms. This office space is ours. It’s no longer someone
else’s office that we are just squatting in.”
Jaras says he feels brighter coming into the office each
day. “The new office design is more conducive to a team
environment,” he says. “And the furniture is the whipped
cream on top of the sundae.” WPM
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